
Conf idence, Delivered
BUILDING CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS, ONE PERSON AT A TIME

The Backstory
There are approximately 15,000 trade shows and conventions that take place across the  

country every year. In the US, trade shows remain one of  the most profitable B2B strategies 

with more than $12.8 billion generated in revenue in 2016. Whether it be a boat conference, 

home hardware show or international helicopter exhibition, without transportation solutions it 

would be impossible to get freight from the loading dock to the convention floor. For more than 

20 years, Milestone has provided customized solutions, open architecture and accessibility to 

over 56,000 + assets across 25+ locations nationwide. No matter how complex the needs,  

we go the extra mile.

The Challenge
Ed Corbin, Senior Exhibit Service Manager at YRC Freight, oversees nearly 100 trade shows in 

the Texas-Oklahoma-Arkansas corridor. When putting on a big trade show or major exhibition, 

there are all kinds of  moving parts from forklifts to trailers to manpower. Corbin and his team 

plan for months to produce these kinds of  shows. 

ASIS 2017, the annual conference & expo for security professionals, scheduled to take place at 

the Kay Bailey Hutchinson Convention Center in Dallas, was anticipated to draw some 22,000 

attendees from 96 countries around the world. 

“When you’re getting ready for a major exhibition like this one, you’re preparing for caravans 

and multiple trucks, up to 70 semi-trailer loads of  freight,” says Corbin. “Signs, carpets,  

exhibition equipment – there’s a lot of  detail that goes into something of  this size. We are 

moving it from trailers and rolling it straight across the dock into zones on the convention floor.”

When the region was devastated by Hurricane Harvey, it forced YRC to pivot and figure out  

alternate plans, as their ability to stage trailers for ASIS 2017 was cancelled because the  

convention center was going to be used as a “mega-shelter” to house evacuees.   

“Major events unrelated and not in YRC’s control caused sudden reversals of  long-laid plans 

prior to implementation,” says Corbin. “Lori (Crider) and Sean (Warren) at Milestone stand in 

a small group of  people that think outside of  the box.”

The Milestone team really went above and beyond to address our  
needs and make things happen. At the end of the day, this is a  
people business – a relationships business – and Milestone takes  
that very seriously. – Ed Corbin, Senior Exhibit Service Manager, YRC Freight
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Our Solut ion
The Milestone team came up with another plan – and quick. 

“When the humanitarian reallocation of  the Dallas Convention Center and 

the surrounding parking lot was available to offer shelter and short-term 

comfort for those displaced by Hurricane Harvey, we were happy to do our 

part and alter our plans,” says Corbin.  

Sean Warren, Dallas Branch Manager, and Lori Crider, Sales Manager,  

in the company’s Trailer Leasing division, worked with Corbin and his team 

to temporarily re-locate trailer loads of  exhibitor booths in storage.   

“Sean always had a positive approach to dealing with the sudden ‘invasion’ 

of  drivers, not just picking up trailers but spotting them as well ‘loaded,’” 

says Corbin. “Lori was just Superwoman. She put on her cape and really 

came through. She told us, ‘We can work this out. We can make this happen.’”

The Milestone team made a commitment to a large but variable number  

of  trailers that YRC would need with a completely undefined timeline. The 

company offered the use of  its yard to store 40 trailers holding equipment. 

“Advance Receiving for a major trade show is a reaction business, you never 

know what will be needed on any given day,” Corbin says. “Milestone  

had the trailers when needed and had them on stand-by, ready to deal  

with the anticipated volume. This alone earns them my first phone call  

when planning future projects. Milestone is a big part of  why the show  

was successful.” ▲
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